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We left behind five months ago

away when faced with a good meal,

three boys, all of them were software

on the train, on the plane, or on the

employees, who were setting out for a

board ship.

summer break, first by plane, second

Nothing

of

any

important

by train, and another one by sea.

moment happened to the boy who

Each one of the boys seeing in totally

took the train to the north. As with

different

first

the other two at the back of their

experienced the feeling that he has of

thought was very little hope that

little importance in the world as a

while away from home they might

whole. The world seemed so large and

meet their friends and latter on marry

he seemed very small but all the boys

her and have a home of their own.

one after other put serious thoughts

But their friends came along and in

setting

had

at
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truth, this was just as well because

acting towards them as he would act

they found the north rather cold,

towards his own three sisters. That

having spent the twenty years of their

their feelings towards him might not

young life in the south. So at the end

be those of a sister did not at first

of five weeks back they were at the

coming was his nature. However as

office and quite happy to be there

the days passed he began to sort out

once

all,

the girls he liked from those whom he

comfortable to be among the people

did not care for and after another day

and the things they knew best.

or two he found himself continuously

more.

It

was,

after

With the boy who went by sea

in the company of two of them, one of

things took a wholly different course.

them was turning for law and the

Bill, as his friends called him cutting

other was in her first year as a

short his name, was a remarkably

secondary modern teacher. Each of

beautiful boy, a boy with simple and

those young girls asked him to marry

trusting nature. He naturally had the

them, and he replied in negative to

young girls at her feet at the end of

both of them. The school teacher did

the first evening. It pleased him to

not trouble him any more after that

find that he was not like some of the

and paid attention to another boy.

less lovely boys, left on his own and

The second young girl asked him

he took the young girls at face value

repeatedly and in the end agreed.

